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A. Configure the Alarm Frequency to repeat more often. 
B. Add an action for when the alarm changes from yellow to red. 
C. Add an action for when the alarm changes from green to yellow. 
D. Configure the alarm yellow to red action to repeat for all three actions configured. 

Answer: C 

Reference:  
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-4-esxvcenter/ 
index.jsp?topic=/com.vmware.vsphere.dcadmin.doc_41/vc_client_help/working_with_alar 
ms/c_working_with_alarms.html 

QUESTION: 311
A user wants to receive an email notification when the virtual machine CPU usage enters a 
warning state and again when the condition enters a alarm state. Which two state changes 
must be selected to receive the appropriate notifications? (Choose two.) 

A. Yellow-red state change 
B. Red-green state change 
C. Yellow-green state change 
D. Green-yellow state change 

Answer: A, D 

Reference:  
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-4-esxvcenter/ 
index.jsp?topic=/com.vmware.vsphere.dcadmin.doc_41/vc_client_help/working_with_alar 
ms/c_working_with_alarms.html 

QUESTION: 312
A user has permissions to create and manage alarms and tasks for a group of virtual 
machines. What happens if an administrator modifies permissions for the user so that they 
can no longer manage alarms? 

A. The user can no longer create alarms, but can modify or delete the existing alarms. 
B. The user can create alarms but can no longer modify or delete alarms. 
C. The user can no longer create, modify or delete alarms. 
D. The Alarms tab is dimmed in the vSphere Client and no alarm-related actions may be 



taken by the user. 

Answer: B

Explanation:
When the administrator modifies permissions for the user, they can create alarms but they 
cannot modify or delete alarms. 

QUESTION: 313
Which two actions can be scheduled through the Scheduled Task wizard in the vSphere 
Client? (Choose two.) 

A. Remove a host. 
B. Change the VM power state. 
C. Create a virtual machine. 
D. Revert to a snapshot of a virtual machine. 

Answer: B, C 

Reference:  
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere- 
51/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.vcenterhost.doc%2FGUID-F9DC9B18-625E-
4ACBAA3A- 17BEB109A206.html 

QUESTION: 314
While building a VMware View environment one of the design requirements is keeping 
vCenter and View Composer always available. Which solution can be utilized to achieve 
this? 

A. vCenter Server Heartbeat 
B. vSphere HA 
C. vSphere FT 
D. Host Based Replication 

Answer: A 

Reference:  



http://searchvmware.techtarget.com/definition/VMware-vCenter-Server-HeartbeatvCSHB 

QUESTION: 315
What are three true statements about an integrity check in vCenter Data Recovery? (Choose 
three.) 

A. The operation is prevented from overlaping with the backup operations. 
B. The operation is scheduled separately from the backup schedule. 
C. An incremental operation can be manually started. 
D. The operation automatically pauses when the end of the maintenance widow is reached 
E. By default the operation does not run during normal business hours.  

Answer: B, D, E 

Explanation:
When you do integrity check in vcenter data recovery, you can schedule the operation 
separately from the backup schedule. When the end of the maintenance window is reached 
operation is paused automatically. Along with this, the operation does not run during normal 
business hours by default. 

QUESTION: 316
What options must be configured in the vCenter Server settings before email alerts can be 
sent? (Choose two.) 

A. Sender email address 
B. SNMP address information 
C. SMTP server information 
D. Email authentication information  

Answer: A, C 

Explanation:
You need to setup the email before configuring email alerts. Specify sender email address, 
and SMTP server information so that the email can use the SMTP address to send the email 
to the specified email address. 

Reference:   
http://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-4-esxvcenter/ 



topic/com.vmware.vsphere.dcadmin.doc_41/vc_client_help/configuring_vcenter_server/t_ 
configure_mail_sender_settings.html 

QUESTION: 317
Which three are ESX Server pre-defined roles? (Choose three. 

A. Virtual Machine User 
B. No Access 
C. Virtual Machine Administrator 
D. Read Only 
E. Administrator  

Answer: B, D, E

QUESTION: 318
Which memory conservation technique allows the secure elimination of redundant copies of 
memory pages between virtual machines on the host? 

A. VMkernel Swap 
B. RAM Overcommit 
C. Memory Balloon Driver 
D. Transparent Page Sharing  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 319
You have decided to install VirtualCenter on an existing Windows Server running an 
application that is accessed through standard HTTP and HTTPS connections, ports 80 and 
443. What will you need to do in order to successfully deploy VirtualCenter? 

A. You must specify alternate VirtualCenter Web Service ports during installation 
andmanually specify the alternate ports when connecting with the Virtual 
InfrastructureClient. 
B. No additional action is required 
C. You must move the application to another server but keep IIS installed and running 
onports 80 and 443 for use with SDK clients. 



D. You must change the VirtualCenter Web Service port to 905 if SDK clients will beused.  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 320
When setting up the iSCSI software initiator on an ESX Server, which virtual switch port 
types are required? (Choose Two.) 

A. VMkernel 
B. iSCSI 
C. virtual machine 
D. Service Console  

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 321
If an ESX Server has both local and shared storage, which three partitions are required to 
reside on local storage? (Choose Three.) 

A. /
B. /usr 
C. swap 
D. VMFS 
E. /boot  

Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 322
An ESX Administrator plans to install additional supported components on the ESX Server 
that would increase the memory requirements for the Service Console. Which ESX Server 
partition would also need to be increased during installation as a result? 

A. swap 
B. /
C. /boot 



D. vmfs3  

Answer: A 
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